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Class Overview:

Using two fabrics, you will be making either a 4 block quilt or a 6 block quilt. Finished size of 
the 4 block quilt is 42” x 42” and the finished size of the 6 block quilt will be 42” x 55”. (Looks 
like you already have a clue — how many blocks in the quilt). ) You will also be learning/review-
ing how to use the Half & Quarter Ruler developed by Fons & Porter for Omnigrid. This ruler 
really helps with your accuracy for cutting half and quarter-square triangles and also eliminates 
a step in cutting.

Plan on pre-class cutting so you will be able to accomplish more in class and will be getting a 
good start on this quilt.


Help in picking your fabrics — basically pick two colors for your quilt. I could say pick a main 
color and a background to make it easier. The background does not have to be a “traditional” 
background (meaning a light colored fabric). Just be sure there is a good contrast with the two 
fabrics. Your background could also be the reverse — a darker fabric than the main fabric.

Fabric suggestions: batiks are always good (be sure you have a new sharp needle in your ma-
chine). The Grunge fabrics (by Moda) always make a good background as they will appear al-
most as a solid but do have a few other bits of color mixed in with the main color. You might 
want to pick your two colors based on a theme, as reproduction fabrics, or florals, or … you 
choose and have fun picking the two fabrics.


I would also suggest not using directional fabrics for this quilt as the pieces will get turned this 
way and that way.


Fabrics you will need for this two color quilt — choose either the 4 block or the 6 block list:

4 block quilt fabrics needed:

	 1 1/4 yards main fabric

	 1 1/2 yards background fabric


6 block quilt fabrics needed:

	 1 3/4 yards main fabric

	 2 1/4 yards background fabric


You may want to use the main fabric for binding so plan on another 3/8 to 1/2 yard for this.

Backing needed: 3 yards to 3 1/2 yards


Notions needed:

	 The Half & Quarter Ruler by Omnigrid

	 some of you may have the original half square (the 96) and the quarter square (the 98) 
rulers made by Omnigrid — if you have both of these they will work and you do not need to get 
the Half & Quarter ruler


Basic sewing supplies include your sewing supplies, cutter, rulers and cutting mat plus your 
machine, it’s cord and it’s foot pedal.




Pre-class cutting instructions are on attached page.


Pre-class cutting directions for Two Color Mystery


Before class have the following pieces accurately cut:

Please note cutting directions for 6 block quilt are in parentheses.


Main fabric:

1. Cut 2 (3) - 2 1/2” x 42” strips. Then cut these into 32 (48) 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” squares

2. Cut 1 (2) - 7 1/2” x 42” strips. Then cut into 4 (6) - 7 1/2” x 7 1/2” squares.

3. Cut 2 (3) - 2 1/8” x 42” strips.

4.   Cut 6 (9) - 2 1/2” x 42” strips.


Background Fabric:

1. Cut 1 (2) - 2 1/2” x 42” strips. Then cut these into 16 (24) 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” squares.

2. Cut 3 (5) - 3 1/2” x 42” strips. Then cut these into 32 (48) 2 1/2” x 3 1/2” rectangles.

3. Cut 2 (3) - 3 1/2” x 42” strips. Then cut these into 16 (24) 3 1/2” x 3 1/2” squares.

4. Cut 9 (16) - 2 1/2” x 42” strips.


Any questions, please email me.

Be sure to put “Two Color Mystery” in the subject line.


                                                                                       



